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ABSTRACT

Employee theft and dishonesty pose major problems for employers. While
employers are, of course, aware of the cost implications for them of such
misbehavior, employees are properly concerned with being designated a
thief. Obviously, obtaining future employment is almost an impossibility if
an employee is terminated for that reason. This article reviews 108 arbitration
awards covering over ten years, in order to develop a framework for
understanding employee/employer issues in theft and dishonesty cases.

Crime against business totals an estimated $90 billion a year, most of which
is due to employee theft and other forms of misconduct [1]. In some cases,
employers have responded by installing expensive video or other surveillance
equipment, hiring security guards, and/or developed elaborate paperwork devices
to forestall thievery. Despite such measures, thievery continues. It is small
wonder, then, that employers respond harshly when employees are suspected
of theft.

Theft may be defined as:

The taking and carrying away of personal goods of another of any value from
any place, and with an intent to steal same. Such goods must be taken without
the consent of the other and there must be some asportation [i.e., the removal
of goods from one place to another] with an intent to steal them [animus
furandi] [2, at 6467; 3 at 4427].

This article reviews all published arbitration awards dealing with theft or
related dishonesty cases listed in the Bureau of National Affair’s [BNA] Labor
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Arbitration Reports for the years 1985 to 1996, and the Commerce Clearing
House’s Labor Arbitration Awards, covering the years 1988 to 1997. In total,
108 awards were utilized in this study.

INTENT TO STEAL

As noted above, one portion of the definition of theft involves an intent to steal.
Indeed, some arbitrators have stated that an employee cannot be guilty of theft un-
less an intent to steal has been established [4, 5]. Such intent may be proven
through an admission of guilt by the grievant, or by inference derived from a con-
sideration of the totality of all the circumstances [6, at 4020; 7, at 4026]. Occa-
sionally, an employee may admit a theft [8], but more often than not, the em-
ployer’s case will be built upon circumstantial evidence or eye witness testimony.
Some arbitrators have considered the following as indicators of an employee’s in-
tent to steal:

1. whether or not the employee acts furtively or suspiciously after taking an
item [9];

2. whether or not the employee attempts to hide the alleged stolen property or
carries it openly [10];

3. whether or not the employee tells someone else that s/he has the property
and/or leaves the property in another’s care [4]; and

4. whether or not the employee indicates an intent to return the item only when
confronted with knowledge of its possession by the employee [7].

Arbitrators have generally found a lack of motive [intent] to steal to exist when
an employee removes the property of his/her employer from what is believed to
be the rubbish or discard pile, or when s/he believes such property has been aban-
doned. For example, there was no just cause to discharge two employees who
took some aluminum from a scrap pile [3]. They had previously taken things from
that pile with permission and the arbitrator noted it was “. . . reasonable for the
grievants to assume that matter placed in the trash pile was not worth anything
and therefore could be taken home” [3, at 4427]. Similarly, a housekeeper’s dis-
missal was reduced to a suspension after she took some flower arrangements from
a patient’s room in a hospital [11]. The housekeeper mistakenly assumed that the
patient has been discharged or transferred [12]. Moreover, she told the ward sec-
retary that flowers had been left in the room and took them in plain view [13, 14].
Nevertheless, it is probably a wiser choice for employees to seek permission to
take home even apparent scrap, prior to removal from the employer’s premises
[15, 16].

Lack of intent to steal was also apparent in a case involving a twelve-year
machine repairman who was also a skilled lockpick [17]. He unlocked his super-
visor’s tool cabinet without authority, to secure batteries and a bulb for his flash-
light. The latter were needed to perform his repair work. A coworker observed
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him opening the tool cabinet. It was clear that the employee was not taking the
materials for his own use, but rather for work-related purposes. Therefore, the
employee received full back pay less a one-week suspension and was admon-
ished by the arbitrator not to open locks without permission. Similarly, a union
steward was improperly discharged for the theft of fourteen legal pads he had
obtained from the company supply room without authorization [18]. He had
intended to use them during an official company-union conference. Arbitrator
Wright pointed out there was no intent to steal the pads for his personal use and
the company had condoned the taking and use of office supplies from the store-
room by union stewards.

In an interesting case, a pipefitter was issued a disciplinary letter for “hoard-
ing” tools in his locker [19]. There was no proof he had stolen the tools or
converted them to his own use. As there were no established norms to indicate
what inventory of tools a pipefitter should possess, there was no evidence of
hoarding. Moreover, he was a twenty-year employee with an excellent work
history. Nevertheless, in American Steel Foundries (Indiana Harbor Works),
termination was found to be appropriate for an employee who removed certain
janitorial supplies and other items and stored them in his locker [20]. When
confronted, his only excuse was that he “forgot” they were in his locker. The
arbitrator found this explanation to be incredible based on the massive amount of
supplies stored there. Moreover, some of the material was not consistent with a
janitor’s duties [20].

However, not all arbitrators require an employer to establish proof of an
employee’s intent to steal. Arbitrator Kelly explained the reasoning:

Theft is a covert activity and it is difficult or impossible for an employer
to prove that an employee actually ‘intended` to steal without searching
an employee’s home—something no one advocates. It is enough for
the Company to show that an employee had Company property in his
or her possession without authorization, especially when locked in his or
her personal vehicle just before going home. Even in criminal law, an
individual is presumed to intend the reasonable consequence of his or her
actions. Once the property is found in the employee’s unauthorized posses-
sion, it is up to the employee to adequately explain the circumstances [21,
at 3383].

In arbitrator Kelly’s case, when the employee could not explain the presence of
company property in his pickup truck, it was enough to establish guilt of posses-
sion with the intent to deprive the company of its property. Twenty-seven years
of service was insufficient to modify the discharge [21].

An interesting case of intent to steal, or lack thereof, involved an employee
with kleptomania [22]. Over a fifteen- to eighteen-year period, he stole large
amounts of company property. Although acquitted by a court based on his
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kleptomania and the fact that the employee, therefore, lacked knowledge and
intent to be culpable [23], he was found to have been properly discharged by the
arbitrator [22]. Arbitrator Goldberg stated:

Grievant’s motive, or lack thereof, in taking the property has little to do with
the manner in which the contract permits the Employer to respond to miscon-
duct of this scope [22, at 614; 24].

Thus, in grievance arbitration, the contract may take precedence, even over the
criminal law and its principles.

ASPORTATION OF GOODS

Another portion of arbitrator Marino’s definition of theft [2] involved the
asportation (or removal) of property from one place to another. The appropriation
of goods and subsequent replacement of these goods, raises the question as
to whether the employee’s failure to remove the allegedly stolen items from
company premises eliminates the possibility that the employee’s action consti-
tutes theft. For example, in one case a truck driver was observed shoplifting
a pair of reading glasses while waiting to unload his truck at a customer’s grocery
store [2]. He was seen taking them from the display, cutting off the price tag,
and placing them in his pocket, after he had put them in his own glass-carrying
case. While he never left the store with the glasses, theft was established. It
was noted that:

Arbitrator’s have not required removal of the object of the theft from the em-
ployer’s property in order to find that theft has occurred, so long as the em-
ployee has placed the property within his control. Such control may be mani-
fested by placing the object in a lunchbox, a locker, or a toolbox, or through
concealment of the property on the employee’s person or in other space per-
sonal to the employee[,] has been held sufficient to satisfy the control require-
ment, particularly if accompanied by wrapping or other disguise or conceal-
ment [2, at 6467].

In this case, as previously noted, the truck driver placed the reading glasses in
his own glass-carrying case [2].

An employee attempted to leave his work area with three rolls of tape of a kind
in the employer’s inventory [25]. That the property was not removed from the
premises was, in the words of the arbitrator, an “attempt to steal,” rather than
theft. However, arbitrator Veglahn also observed: “An offense of attempted theft
is equivalent to theft” [25, at 5296; 26]. Similarly, arbitrator Vonhof stated that:
“. . . the essence of stealing is transferring property from the control of the owner
to the control of the taker” [20, at 3979; 27]. Thus, it is not always necessary that
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property leave the employer’s premises for the act of theft to be established, only
that the employee effectively remove the property from the employer’s control to
his or her control [28-32].

The above comments notwithstanding, there may be circumstances when the
employee’s failure to remove employer property from the premises warrants a
conclusion that no theft was intended and/or committed. For example, in Alcan
Aluminum and electrician was inappropriately discharged for the theft of tools
belonging to a security guard [33]. When the electrician learned the guard had
reported the tools as missing, the former returned them to the guard. Arbitrator
Jones claimed that while the employee may have been guilty of “wrongful
possession and unauthorized removal of property,” that act did not become theft
until he had complete control of that property outside the plant premises [33, at
1002]. He explained:

. . . the difficulty with the Company’s case is the fact that the grievant did not
have an opportunity to complete the intended theft. He changed his mind and
returned the goods in question. He did not carry the Company’s property out
of the Company’s premises and did not attempt to carry it through the gates. It
is not intent, but the act itself which is punishable [33, at 1002; 34].

In Seven-Up Bottling Company of Youngstown (Ohio), discharge was reduced
to a suspension for a part-time route driver who took a can of tea without first
paying for it [36]. However, a customer must pay when that customer reaches the
check-out counter. Arbitrator Miller stated:

Until the customer passes beyond the register, he or she has not manifested
any intention not to pay the retailer, merchandise the possession of which it
agreed to transfer within the store to the customer [36, at 667; 37].

VALUE OF GOODS STOLEN

Arbitrator Marino’s definition of theft referred to the “. . . carrying away of
personal goods of another of any value . . .” [emphasis supplied]. There is some
controversy among arbitrators as to the significance of the value of an item taken.
Some claim that the value of the item is irrelevant. Others take a stolen items’s
worth into account for possible mitigation of the penalty imposed by the
employer.

The first school of arbitral thought regarding the value of an item stolen, is
illustrated in the Tyson Foods, Inc. case [42; see also 29, 43, 44]. A chief union
steward placed electrical ballast worth less than a dollar in his car without
permission. Brushing aside the argument that the theft involved a de minimis
amount, arbitrator Moore stated:
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Theft is theft. How much and how big does not and should not be a factor
[42, at 1125].

Similarly, a discharge was upheld by one arbitrator when five potatoes were
discovered in an employee’s lunch box that were not his property [31]. This
action resulted despite twenty years of service by the employee. Arbitrator Eisele
noted: “Employers are not required to continue the employment of employees
who engage in dishonest acts [31, at 4934; 45; 46]. The theory underlying
discharges without regard to an item’s worth is that once a theft is committed,
normally an employee will likely continue in this type of behavior [47], and that
employers are not required to continue such an employment relationship. In this
regard, arbitrator Dworkin noted:

Generally, stealing from an employer is so contrary to an employee’s respon-
sibilities that it literally cancels the employment relationship. Only in excep-
tional circumstances will an arbitrator reverse an employer’s decision to fire a
proven thief [28, at 252].

The value of a stolen item may also not be a serious consideration to some
arbitrators because a dismissal for theft can be a deterrent to other employees to
steal [48].

Nevertheless, when an employer’s rule provides for a range of possible penal-
ties for theft, the value of the item taken and/or other circumstances may be taken
into account for mitigation of the imposed penalty by the employer. For example,
the discharge of an employee for the admitted theft of two candy bars was
reduced to a suspension where the company rules permitted a penalty less than
discharge and the candy bars had been removed from an already opened carton
[49]. The employee also had had a good work record for fifteen years. Arbitrator
Smith explained his decision this way:

While there is no doubt that dishonesty is dishonesty, regardless of the nature
of the act, it can be argued that some acts of dishonesty are more serious than
others. Is the theft of one dollar ($1.00) as serious as the theft of one-thousand
dollars ($1,000)? Is the theft of two (2) candy bars as serious as the initial
breaking of the package, or the theft of product having greater value? Can it
be argued that there is such a thing as gross dishonesty which is more serious
than just dishonesty? [49, at 579; 50; 51].

Some arbitrators take the position that unless the employer’s rule explicitly
provides for discharge for theft of any item, whatsoever the value, arbitrators
may have leeway to mitigate the penalty [25, at 5297]. Arbitrator Sass stated in
this regard:
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A company may impose the ultimate penalty of discharge for thefts involving
items of even relative normal value, provided that employees have been put
on notice that such thefts will result in discharge and such a rule is reasonably
necessary in light of the type of business being conducted. Even then, how-
ever, all of the circumstances must be taken into consideration and such con-
sideration may result in a finding that discharge is not justified. For example,
if the value of the item taken is not just nominal, but truly negligible, and/or
other employees have taken similar items without being disciplined or dis-
charged, then there may be no just cause to discharge no matter what the
Company’s rules or posted notices say [52, at 3013].

In arbitrator Sass’ case, discharge was found to be too severe when an employee
stole a package of frozen breakfast. He [Sass] claimed that absent a clear notice
that no theft of any kind would be tolerated, an employee could reasonably
expect a correlation between the penalty imposed and the value of the item taken.
No employee had ever been fired for the theft of nominal value at that company
[53].

In another case, a discharge was reduced to a suspension for a senior store-
room employee, even though he admitted taking hospital property. The items
taken were small ones (razor blades, hand lotion, and toothpaste) ordinarily
distributed free to patients. Such pilferage was commonplace, he did not engage
in it excessively, and was not warned that pilferage could lead to discharge [54].

BURDEN OF PROOF AND QUANTUM OF PROOF
ISSUES IN THEFT CASES

While there is little doubt that employers bear the initial burden to prove just
cause, arbitrators have suggested a kind of shifting burden of proof may exist,
once evidence has been established to show that an employee committed the
theft. Arbitrator Veglahn explained:

Once the employer has conducted a competent investigation and reach [sic] a
conclusion of probable guilt, the employee should make efforts to overcome
this conclusion [25, at 5296].

Arbitrator Hooper has these interesting words regarding the appropriate quantum
of proof:

While there is an analogy between termination from one’s job and capital
punishment, the two are only analogous. By no stretch of the imagination are
they equivalent. There is a vast difference between losing one’s life and los-
ing one’s job. Writings on the subject of quantum of roof tend to be more eso-
teric and academic than helpful. In the end, the most useful question to ask is
simply whether the evidence is convincing that the Company did or did not
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have just cause to discharge the grievant for the alleged act of theft [55,
at 3079].

Some arbitrators take the position that if the parties’ collective bargaining
agreement does not specify a quantum of proof to be applied, the arbitrator is free
to apply whatever quantum s/he deems appropriate [7 at 4026; 43, at 5783].
Three common quantums of proof are normally required by arbitrators in order
that employers meet their burden of persuasion. The most stringent of these is
that standard “beyond a reasonable doubt.” Unions, of course, endorse this latter
quantum of proof in theft cases. It is a standard used in criminal cases, and arbi-
trators have attempted to justify its use in theft cases because they involve ques-
tions of moral turpitude [45, at 1141], and of course, result in a stigma that makes
it difficult for the employee to secure another job if the discharge is upheld [56].
Arbitrator Maniscalco, arguing the appropriateness of this quantum of proof,
stated:

Since upholding disciplinary penalties for these or similar acts [theft] perma-
nently brands an employee just as surely as a criminal conviction would, the
arbitrator will generally insist in such cases that the employer prove his
charges beyond a reasonable doubt [56, at 4455].

Not all arbitrators endorse this quantum in any arbitration case, including those
involving criminal-type behavior and/or moral turpitude [57]. Arbitrator Daniel
argued that if the parties had intended various degrees of proof to be applied in the
arbitration process, depending on the particular offense involved, they would
have stated their choices in the collective bargaining agreement [57, at 422].
He also noted:

. . . the better standard of proof is that the evidence in disciplinary cases be
clear and convincing as the contention urged by the employer. To many this
may appear to be a distinction with a difference for if the arbitrator is clearly
and convincingly persuaded by the proofs it would be unlikely that he would
harbor any reasonable doubt [57, at 422-423].

Other arbitrators have argued that a quantum of proof used in criminal cases (be-
yond a reasonable doubt) has no place in arbitration, as an employee’s right
to maintain his/her job is a matter of civil contractual obligations [47, at 607]. Ar-
bitrator Kelly also argued against the applicability of the “beyond a reasonable
doubt” standard in arbitration cases [21]. He claimed that if proof beyond a rea-
sonable doubt were applied in serious offenses while preponderance of the evi-
dence were the standard for lesser offenses, the result would be that those charged
with less serious offenses would be more readily dismissed, while those charged
with offenses involving moral turpitude would be more difficult to dismiss” . .
.because of the more onerous standard of proof [21, at 3384].
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Not all sample arbitration awards indicated the quantum of proof applied in
that decision. Of the total of 108 cases surveyed, only twenty six mentioned the
quantum of proof utilized. In ten of the twenty-six awards (38 percent), proof
beyond a reasonable doubt was the preferred standard [3, 45, 58-64].

Seven of twenty-six sample awards (27 percent) showed the use of clear and
convincing evidence as a quantum of proof [21, 27, 43, 57, 65-67]. Clear and
convincing evidence is more than a preponderance of the evidence, but less rigor-
ous than proof beyond a reasonable doubt.

Some arbitrators justify the use of the standard, “preponderance of the
evidence,” on the basis that arbitration cases are civil matters involving contract
interpretation, and preponderance of the evidence is the proper quantum to be
applied. Because all arbitration cases stem from the interpretation of a contract
(collective bargaining agreement), there is no requirement to apply a higher stan-
dard than preponderance of the evidence, regardless of the contract issue
involved, absent a contrary requirement in the parties’ collective agreement.
Preponderance of the evidence means that more likely than not, something is
true. Five of twenty-six sample cases or 19 percent of the arbitrators indicated
that quantum of proof was applied in their theft case [18, 25, 33, 68, 69].

Finally, five arbitrators indicated standards of proof different from the three
commonly used ones, just discussed. These included: “a sufficient degree of
certainty in order to warrant discharge” [70]; “preponderance of the clear and
convincing evidence” [71]; “clear, persuasive, convincing and unrefuted
[evidence]” [72]; whether employer used “reasonable judgment in determining
just cause” [73, at 5375]; and “convincing the arbitrator as to which evidence is
more worthy of belief” [47, at 607].

EVIDENCE OF THEFT OBTAINED BY SEARCHES

The method by which an employer gains its evidence of theft can become an
issue of arbitration. One such issue is whether an employer is entitled to use
“the fruit of the poisoned tree,” i.e., evidence that appears to have been gained
illegally. For example, in one case, while sheriff’s deputies were searching an
employee’s home for illegal drugs, they found material belonging to the
employer [74]. The search was conducted without a search warrant. After the
employer had been notified, the employee was discharged for theft. At the arbi-
tration hearing, the arbitrator refused to apply the Fourth Amendment’s
exclusionary rule for the evidence, urged by the union [74]. Instead, the arbitrator
noted:

The majority of arbitrators appear not to apply the exclusionary rule in the
context of disciplinary proceedings under a collective bargaining agreement
[74, at 1749].

Amplifying on this conclusion, arbitrator McKay further explained:
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However, the majority of cases tend to indicate that the exclusionary rule is
not appropriate in cases of private employees unless the employer’s conduct
in some way is unfair or violates fundamental concepts of due process or fair
play [74, at 1150].

In McKay’s case, there was no evidence the employer had directed the sheriff
to search the employee’s premises. The employer was simply the gratuitous
recipient of stolen property.

In another private sector case, the union claimed stolen property recovered
from the employee’s home should be excluded from arbitral consideration [67].
However, while the employee still owned the home, he did not live there. His
ex-wife lived in the home, and the company was given permission by her to
visit the home and retake possession of the stolen property. Discharge was
upheld, and the accused employee did not testify in his own defense.

However, when the employer is a public sector one, the evidence from a
warrantless search cannot be used [75].

As a general rule, employers have the right to conduct reasonable searches of
employees and their belongings in an effort to uncover stolen items and/or illegal
drugs, especially when “reasonable cause” suspicion is present [76]. For exam-
ple, a twenty three-year employee who was attempting to steal four cartons of
masking tape, worth $127, had his discharge upheld [51]. The union contended
the employee’s due process rights had been violated after plant security guards
had searched his car without union representation [77]. However, the employee
opened the trunk of his car at the security guard’s request and also admitted
the theft [51].

As previously noted, arbitrators will often require that “reasonable cause”
must exist before a search is proper. For example, in American Welding and
Manufacturing Company, the union claimed an unauthorized search had been
made when the employee attempted to remove bearings from the plant in the
employee’s lunchbox [28]. However, the supervisor’s search was found to be
reasonably motivated, based on his previous observation of the grievant in a
limited-access storeroom with the bearings in question in his hands [28, 78].

However, when a company rule limited searches of vehicles in the parking lot
only to “when warranted,” an employer failed to show it had reasonable grounds
to believe an investigator’s report that the grievant was a “drug pusher” [79].
Not one employee could be linked by the investigator to the grievant.

NEED FOR A RULE PROHIBITING THEFT

Because theft (and other forms of dishonesty) represents a destruction of trust
in the employment relationship and is so obviously wrong, no employer rule is
deemed necessary to prohibit theft [31, at 4933]. For example, in Walt Disney
World Company no rule was posted regarding theft, yet discharge was upheld for
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an employee who stole a package of candy [48]. Arbitrator Abrams reasoned that
employee’s were aware they should not steal from the company, regardless of
whether a rule existed or not [48]. Similarly, in another case, just cause existed
to terminate a coin collector observed on videotape stealing money from
pay-telephone boxes [44]. Arbitrator Winograd observed:

No advance warning should be needed for an employee to know that theft is
improper and that dismissal is the penalty [44, at 5421].

Nevertheless, there are some arbitrators who take the position that unless a rule
specifically indicates discharge for any theft, regardless of the value of the items
stolen, a lesser penalty than discharge may be imposed by the arbitrator.

POLYGRAPH EVIDENCE

Issues in arbitration regarding the use of polygraph evidence still arise in cases
involving theft. The Employee Polygraph Protection Act of 1988 regulates the
use of such evidence [80]. It provides, among other things, for certain qualifica-
tions and requirements of examiners [80]. It also allows employers to require
employees to submit to a polygraph test if the test is “administered in connec-
tion with an ongoing investigation involving economic loss or injury to the
employer’s business, such as theft . . .” [81]. However, requiring employees
to submit to polygraph testing, and arbitral weight of test results, are two differ-
ent issues.

Arbitrators have been uniformly reluctant to countenance polygraph evidence;
are skeptical of its results, and generally will not support the discharge of an
employee who refuses to take a polygraph test, at least on that basis alone. At
most, arbitrators tend to treat polygraph results as corroboration of other explicit
evidence of guilt. Arbitrator Alsher noted in this regard:

Arbitrators have placed weight on results of lie detector tests when the test are
designed to corroborate a person’s account of an incident or the testimony of
others. They are given little or no weight by Courts and by arbitrators when
an employer relies solely on the lie detector results [cites omitted] [59, at
440].

In one case, an employer discharged an employee whom it had previously
suspended, pending investigation of theft of company property [82]. Its stated
decision for the employee’s dismissal was “willful misconduct.” However, the
arbitrator found that the real reason for the discharge was the employee’s refusal
to take a polygraph examination [82]. Arbitrator DiLauro stated:

Refusal to take a lie detector test cannot support the grievant’s discharge.
Aside from the fact that 18 PS 7321 makes it illegal to require an employee to
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take such a test as a condition for or continuation of employment, arbitral au-
thority recognizes employees are not to be penalized for refusing to take lie
detector tests [82, at 1136; 83].

While employers cannot terminate employees for refusals to take a polygraph
tests, neither can employees mandate that they be given such a test to clear them-
selves of suspicion of wrongdoing. In Abbott-Northwestern Hospital, an
employee was discharged for the theft of an answering machine and a pager [84].
The union insisted that the grievant be given a polygraph examination [84]. Arbi-
trator Berquist declined to do so, stating:

. . . the arbitrator holds that a polygraph test was not required in this instance
at the request of the grievant because in any event it would not have been ei-
ther way admissible in these proceedings because as I have held, it is not reli-
able and usurps the function of the arbitrator in the finding of fact and conclu-
sions of law and his opinion [84, at 628].

It was enough proof for arbitrator Berquist that the grievant had brought the
machine to a coworker’s home to sell it for him [84].

RES JUDICATA

A recurring theme in theft cases is whether or not a court’s finding of guilt
should determine [i.e., res judicata] whether the employer had just cause to
discharge an employee accused of theft. Sometimes the parties agree prior to a
trial that the outcome in the court will decide the merits of the grievance.
However, more often than not, when a criminal court trial results in a not-guilty
verdict, the employer argues that it still has the right to discharge the acquitted
employee.

In one such case, an employer was found to have just cause to discharge a
checker for shoplifiting and for threatening management representatives at a
store in which she normally shopped, but did not work [85]. She had been
observed taking beer, pop, snacks, and crayons around the scanner at the check-
out counter. The items in her cart were checked against the register tape, and it
was determined that some had not been paid. She claimed she had previously
paid for the beer but had forgotten to take it with her and that her child had been
playing with the crayons. No explanation for the unpaid pop or snacks was
offered by the grievant. Criminal charges were lodged against her. She did not
plead guilty and was not found to be guilty. Nevertheless, she was discharged by
her employer [85].

While arbitrator Hart acknowledged that res judicata protects individuals from
multiple claims, proceedings, and lawsuits, he also found it was:
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. . . quite legitimate for the employer to take disciplinary action against an em-
ployee even though that employee has been previously dealt with by the
courts. . . [85, at 311].

The major reasons why court decisions are not binding on arbitrators are that the
two forums are, of course, different (arbitration is relatively informal, while strict
formality is the norm in criminal court cases); arbitration also has relaxed rules
of evidence while courts maintain strict rules of evidence; and the standards of
proof are different (proof beyond a reasonable doubt in criminal courts versus
preponderance of the evidence or clear and convincing evidence in arbitration)
[8, at 927]. Indeed, an arbitrator has no obligation to respect a court’s suggestion
that an employee be given a second chance [8, 86]. Moreover, arbitrators reject
the notion of res judicata because they claim the right to review and evaluate the
evidence, and to decide the case only on the record before them [8]. Arbitrator
Suardi has observed in this regard:

. . . the consensual nature of the parties’ relationship make his [arbitrator’s]
strict adherence to the criminal process inappropriate. To hold otherwise
would denigrate the flexibility normally associated with the arbitration pro-
cess [75, at 4025; 87].

OFF-DUTY, OFF-PREMISES THEFT

Occasionally, employees will be terminated for thefts committed off-premises
and while they are off-duty. Arbitrators normally require that a nexus exist
between the off-duty misconduct and the employee’s job before just cause exists
for termination. For example, a hotel employee was arrested and subsequently
convicted of theft of tires from a service station [88]. He was sentenced to five
days in jail and fined. The details of the theft were not reported in the media, and
there was no mention of the employer’s name. As the employee worked for a
hotel and had unobserved access to the rooms of the guests, a nexus was estab-
lished between his off-duty misconduct and his hotel employment. Accordingly,
the arbitrator sustained his discharge [88, 89].

On the other hand, when off-duty misconduct is not closely related to an
employee’s job, and there is little publicity regarding the misconduct, discharge
may be reduced or even set aside. In Fairmont General Hospital a licensed prac-
tical nurse pled guilty to a shoplifting charge [90]. A local newspaper did not
identify the grievant as an employee of the hospital, and the misconduct and the
nexus to the job was slight, the arbitrator found [90, 91].
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MITIGATION

While arbitrators have no power to grant clemency to a grievant when just
cause has been established, they will consider reasons to mitigate a penalty
imposed by an employer. Because theft is such a serious offense, even long
service with the company will not necessarily overcome a proven theft. For
example, arbitrator Eisele noted:

If an employee is guilty of intentional theft of company property, a long work
record by itself is just not a sufficient mitigating circumstance to overturn
the discharge, and especially, as in this case when the work record is not un-
blemished [31, at 4934].

On the other hand, even in theft cases, when an employer treats employees
differently when they commit the same offense (disparate treatment), it will
usually be enough to set aside the discharge. For example, in Marion General
Hospital, an employee was discharged after he had duplicated a master key and
then returned it [92]. His dismissal was reduced to a twenty-day suspension after
there was evidence that the employer had merely suspended other employees for
a similar offense [92]. However, no disparate treatment was found in a case when
an employer discharged a black employee with sixteen years of services for steal-
ing $7 worth of cleaning supplies, even though it had not discharged a white,
salaried employee, who had admitted to falsely billing the company for $50 in
expenses for a business trip [93]. The company had no clear evidence of the sala-
ried employee’s dishonesty before confronting him, and it allowed him to confess
as part of a plea bargain for probation. However, the black employee was leaving
the plant with the cleaning supplies in his bag, when security asked to search it
[93]. Arbitrator Hooper cited a decision by the Eleventh Circuit court in reaching
his conclusion [94]. In that case, because the plaintiff [Chaney] was a nonunion
employee, the company was extended “greater discretion” by the court in dealing
with him. This prompted arbitrator Hooper to remark:

I take “greater discretion” to mean a little more freedom to make distinctions,
but something short of license to discriminate. There is a difference between
“discretion” and “discrimination.” The former means freedom to make dis-
tinctions; the latter incorporates the concept of distinctions based on partiality
or prejudice [93, at 500].

Mitigation may also be extended when an employer engages in double
jeopardy in issuing its penalty. Double jeopardy occurs when an employer gives
an employee a penalty and the penalty is agreed to by the employee, but the
employer later decides to raise the severity of the penalty. For example, a trans-
portation company offered to reinstate a bus driver it had discharged when he
was arrested for pocketing a one-dollar fare [95]. The driver had admitted from
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the outset that he had kept the dollar after unsuccessfully attempting to insert it in
the fare box. However, when the driver changed his plea in court from not guilty
to guilty and was convicted of theft, the company decided to terminate him. The
arbitrator considered this action to constitute “double jeopardy,” and he rein-
stated the driver with a suspension [95].

Improper investigation of the circumstances surrounding the theft may also be
grounds for mitigation of the offense by an arbitrator. An employee of the city li-
brary was dismissed for allegedly stealing a $15 fine after a person had returned
three overdue books [96]. Arbitrator Pool overturned the discharge on the basis
that the city had failed to conduct an adequate investigation and did not produce
sufficient proof that the employee stole the money. The investigation was held to
be inadequate because:

a) the employee was not confronted until two days after the incident in
question;

b) he did not have a chance to tell his side of the story at a time that it was fresh
in his mind;

c) the grievant recorded the books’ return, and that he received $15 (not the
actions of a person intent on stealing); and

d) no search was conducted by the library for the money [96].

However, while an improper investigation may mitigate a discharge [97], an
employee may be discharged or otherwise disciplined based on the employee’s
failure to cooperate in an investigation. In an interesting case, an employee re-
fused to answer questions regarding his stealing gas services, on the advice of
his attorney who was handling his criminal proceedings [98]. Arbitrator Penfield
observed:

As a general rule in the area of labor relations, an employee cannot refuse to
meet with an employer or to cooperate with the employer regrading legiti-
mate work-related conduct. To do so is an act of insubordination, subject to
disciplinary action up to and including discharge [cites omitted] [98, at 590].

Penfield also indicated that while the constitution protects an individual in a
criminal proceeding, invoking the Fifth Amendment during an investigation in
the private sector will not insulate an employee from disciplinary action [98, 99].

A final mitigating factor considered here is one that is controversial.
Arbitrators appear to be divided over the issue of whether employees have the
obligation to inform management regarding their observations of a coworker
who steals from the employer. In one case, employees were arrested for posses-
sion of marijuana [100]. When they were arrested, company-owned communica-
tion equipment was discovered. The dwelling in which the employees resided
was shared by workers of other employers in the communication industry.
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According to arbitrator Collins, the failure by the company’s employees to notify
it of the theft did not justify discipline [100].

However, in another case, a nineteen-year supervisory technician was properly
discharged after he had learned that his son had stolen some gold slag from the
employer [101]. He told his son to “get rid of it.” The company handbook permit-
ted immediate discharge of any employee who allowed household members to
steal company property. However, arbitrator White mitigated the discharge to a
two-month suspension and forced the employee to retire with twenty years of
service. White noted:

It is reasonable to expect that an employee would protect the property of the
employer and report a theft [101, 102].

RESTITUTION

Arbitrators have disagreed regarding the significance of an employee’s offer
to restore money/property that has been stolen. Arbitrator Rybolt reported both
sides of the issue:

The law is very clear that a “theft” does not cease to be a theft when the
money [property is returned] is paid back (regardless of whether it is paid to
the State or to the employer). The theft occurs when the money [property] is
taken [103, at 5949].

On the other hand, Rybolt noted:

Restitution, however, is a factor which can properly be considered in deter-
mining the severity of the penalty [103, at 5949].

In one case, a package delivery driver was obliged to reimburse his employer
for the cost of a package containing a $12,000 diamond ring, which had been
allegedly stolen from his vehicle [104]. The parties’ collective bargaining agree-
ment permitted the employer to seek reimbursement instead of disciplining
the employee for negligence, based on the theory that there was no practical
difference between the “loss” of a package and “theft” [104].

However, an arbitrator upheld the discharge of an employee who cashed
several unauthorized paychecks totaling over $25,000 that had been mistakenly
issued to him [55]. The arbitrator argued that the grievant was not in ignorance
because the checks were sent to his home instead of directly deposited, they
were “outlandishly” large, and he cashed and immediately spent them. Under
the circumstances, restitution did not alter the theft of company money [55].
Arbitrator Hooper stated:
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Countless embezzlers and shoplifters have made the same offer after being
discovered. Restitution is to be desired, but it does not erase the act of theft
[55, at 3080].

WEINGARTEN OBLIGATIONS

The United States Supreme Court in N.L.R.B. v. Jay Weingarten, ruled that
an employee can request union representation in an interview in which s/he
reasonably believes will result in disciplinary action being taken [105]. If such
representation is requested by the employee, the employer has an obligation to
provide it. On the other hand, if the employee does not request representation,
there is no requirement that the employer either suggest representation be pres-
ent, or to provide same [105].

Presently, some employers have adopted the practice of providing union repre-
sentation in disciplinary situations, whether requested or not. Also, some arbitra-
tors impose a similar requirement. Arbitrator Weisbrod explained:

I concur with many arbitrators who hold employers to a higher standard than
the strict requirements of Weingarten and who require that Union representa-
tives be present whenever an employer seeks to interrogate an employee on a
matter that could lead to discipline, whether or not the employee himself [sic]
has the knowledge to demand representation [62, at 34].

However, if an employee signs a statement that s/he has been offered union
representation and declines it, that employee may not later claim that his or her
due process rights have been violated [48].

In another case, the union’s reliance on an alleged breach of an employee’s
Weingarten rights were held to be misplaced when a plant security guard
searched his car without union representation [51]. The arbitrator ruled there was
no evidence that the guards abused their authority as they had no authority to
discipline, and the search was not an investigatory interview. Therefore, the
grievant’s Weingarten rights were not abused. Moreover, the employee failed to
ask for representation.

OVERPAYMENTS

There were several reported cases when employees received checks by
mistake, cashed them, and then refused to pay the money back to the employer.
Arbitrators have equated such employee behavior to “theft” and have often
upheld discharge penalties for such misbehavior. For example, one arbitrator
noted:
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<M%-1>. . . when an employee has possession of stolen Company property, a
presumption develops that the employee was involved with the theft and that
if the employee failed to advise the management of the property in the em-
ployee’s possession, the presumption is essentially irrefutable [55, at 3079;
106].

A union steward was also properly discharged when he failed to notify the
company that he had received an overpayment of $230 on his paycheck due to a
bookkeeping error [73]. When confronted, he lied to management, used profan-
ity, and made threats [73]. In a similar case, there was found to be just cause to
discharge a grievant for an overpayment that resulted from a falsified time card,
even though the falsification was not proven [107]. The grievant claimed she had
failed to report the overpayment because she was upset by her grandfather’s
death. However, her excuses were later found to be incredible. The union argued
in her behalf that she had not committed theft because theft is “taking property
with the intent to deprive the owner of the value of the same” [107, at 405]. Arbi-
trator Cippola, however, found her failure to report the overpayment was indica-
tive of her intent to keep the money [107]. He stated:

It is my opinion, that the Company is not bound to prove every element of a
crime that also happens to be the subject of a work rule or policy. Otherwise,
every personnel manager or industrial relations manager would have to be
well versed in criminal law. “Theft” in the context of a work policy encom-
passes not only the “taking” but a “possession” of the property of another, ei-
ther the company[‘s] or another employee[‘s] [107, at 405].

Discharge was also upheld when a grievant exaggerated the extent of a hand
injury following an on-the-job accident [108, 109]. He continued to receive
payments a year after a surveillance film showed he could have resumed his
regular duties. Arbitrator Henle considered the employee’s dishonesty to be
equivalent to theft because he was taking money from the company’s self-
insurance system for workers’ compensation [108].

DISCUSSION

Employers who seek to curb thievery, although not obliged to have a rule
forbidding theft, are well-advised to develop and promulgate one. The sample
cases suggest this rule should state that discharge is the penalty for proven theft,
regardless of the value of the item stolen. Moreover, an employer is expected to
consistently enforce its theft rule.

While some arbitrators require that an employer must prove an employee’s
intent to steal, others merely state that possession of unauthorized material is
prima facie evidence that an employee intended theft of property. Intent, when
required, may be established by showing the employee acted suspiciously after
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taking an item, attempted to hide it, or offered to return the property only after
being confronted by management. Cases when employees removed property
from the employer’s trash heap often result in discharge being set aside, as there
was no intent to steal. They believe they are simply removing merchandise no
longer wanted by the employer.

Whether property must be removed from the employer’s premises to be
considered theft depends upon the circumstances. To some arbitrators, theft is
established if the item comes under the control of the employee instead of the
employer. However, other arbitrators hold that theft occurs only when the
employee has control of the property beyond the “company gate.”

Only 24 percent of sample arbitration awards indicated the quantum of proof
that was utilized. Of the twenty-six cases that made such a designation, 38
percent noted proof beyond a reasonable doubt, 27 percent used clear and
convincing evidence, 19 percent utilized preponderance of the evidence, and
16 percent used nontraditional standards.

Polygraph evidence will generally not be accepted by arbitrators to establish
proof of theft because they are distrustful of test results and their validity.
At most, such evidence may be used to corroborate other, more convincing,
evidence of an employee’s guilt. Moreover, employees may not be discharged
for refusing to take a lie detector test. On the other hand, an employee cannot
demand that an employer provide a polygraph test as a means of clearing him/her
of theft charges.

Length of an employee’s service does not have the mitigating force that it does
in other, less serious, forms of misconduct. However, when an employer gives
inconsistent penalties in theft cases, or when it issues a penalty that is accepted
and then raises it, mitigation or elimination of the penalty will almost always
follow. An improper investigation of the facts surrounding a discharge may also
serve to mitigate a dismissal for theft. Most arbitrators agree that restitution
of money or property stolen will not diminish discipline for theft. However, an
employer’s failure to respect an employee’s Weingarten rights will result in the
discipline or discharge being overturned. However, it is an employee’s responsi-
bility to request union representation.

Finally, arbitrators have equated dishonesty in the form of failing to return
obvious overpayments to be the same as theft. Discharge will almost always
result in such situations.

* * *

Donald J. Petersen is a professor of management at Loyola University Chicago,
and is also a practicing labor arbitrator. He is on the national panels of the Ameri-
can Arbitration Association and Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service as well
as a permanent umpire for Caterpillar Tractor and the UAW. Petersen is a member
of the National Academy of Arbitrators and is on their Research Committee.
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